Comparison of activity level among patients with chronic liver disease.
To determine whether self-reported maximal and daily activity levels are impaired among patients with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), hepatitis C (HCV) and hepatitis B (HBV). Clinicodemographic, diagnostic, self-report and standard laboratory data were obtained. Univariate, multivariate and regression analyses were performed comparing group maximal (Maximum Activity Score [MAS]) and daily activity scores (Adjusted Activity Score [AAS]), adjusted for age and gender. Two hundred twenty-two patients completed activity-level self-reports (mean age [52.4 ± 10.0 years], BMI [28.3 ± 6.58], 31.2% NAFLD, 48.3% HCV, 20.3% HBV). On multivariate analysis, significantly higher MAS (p < 0.05) and AAS in HBV patients correlated with absence of cirrhosis, younger age, male gender (higher MAS) and lower BMI (higher AAS). Lowest activity levels were found primarily in obese patients (p < 0.009). Compared with population norms, NAFLD and HCV cohorts scored mildly disabled on MAS; the HBV cohort scored low normal. Mild disability on AAS was observed in patients with HBV; moderate disability in those with NAFLD, HCV. All groups had significantly lower activity levels than population norms. Nonobese patients showed significantly less disability than obese patients. Patients with NAFLD and HCV are likely to have lower levels than those with HBV without cirrhosis. This presents an additional risk factor for disability and mortality. • Hepatitis B (HBV), hepatitis C (HCV), and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) patients had significantly lower activity levels than expected for their age and gender, as measured by the Human Activity Profile (HAP). • Overweight and normal weight chronic liver disease (CLD) patients showed significantly less disability than obese chronic liver disease patients. • Patients with NAFLD and HCV are likely to participate in low levels of activity that require fewer metabolic equivalents for completion, adding an additional risk factor for disability and mortality. • Targeting low activity level in CLD patients, and decreasing BMI below the obesity threshold, may reduce disability and risk of mortality.